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Elien Ronse
‘One goshiwon’ / Installation (furniture)
‘A flag for republic of Korea’ / Flag
‘Report 07042016-17052016’ / Installation (video in 
Korean/English_loop_47min, mattress)
‘Shared goods’ / Installation (kitchen rack, cup)

“Apparently, father didn’t even notice the change, for he 
continued to flick his cigarette-ashes into a lily - in other 
words, precisely where the ashtray used to be. Mother 
and I used to steal a glance at each other and nod our 
heads with a smile.” (From: Iconostatsis of anonymous 
saints by Yiannis Ritsos)

Elien is documenting the banal structure from her life and 
people surrounding her. She’s endlessly observing places 
where she’s living by taking pictures and writing. She 
methodically collects objective observations, applying 
both rigorous and arbitrary rules to organise and display 
her archive. This she does to question assumptions about 
the way the domestic environment is used and 
understood. 
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HASC
‘Limited list : Barim’ / Sound performance (28th 8pm)

HASC made a list of collectable sounds in his limited time. In 
his list, Barim, a specific and limited space, becomes a basic 
unit, which is located in Gwangju, that is rather abstract. 
Words, objects, environment. Collected samples are 
extracted again and reconstructed as one voice-situation..
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Gaain Bahc
‘Ojakgyo(affair bridge)’ / Installation (video, magazine, oil 
painting)

‘Trekking club’ is a bridge that connects love affairs as we all 
know that many of men and women in their middle ages 
tend to meet and date in such a club. This is a continuous 
work of <Why there is no fun in my life>('16) in which 
Gaain secretly took pictures of her father while he was 
asleep. The series of work started from the interest in ‘love 
life of middle ages’ by observing her father being caught in 
the act of adultery in 2002 and is still in an open 
relationship while her mother has lost her sexual desire. 

Gaain researched 30 trekking clubs in Gwangju, 
participated in their meetings, trekking activities, and after 
parties, and documented them with photography and film.

With the photography of odd drama among them 
expressing the ambiguity of single and married men and 
women, Gaain also makes an oil painting of them in 
Romanticism style and films of their daily lives and 
dialogues.

Also ‘Mountain Fashion Magazine’ is published on Facebook 
and as a real magazine. Inspired by young fashion 
magazines such as ‘Hiphoper’ and  Cracker,’ Gaain throws a 
question 
“why not middle age fashion magazine?”
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HASC
‘444’ / Video_single channel_loop_50min

After the world of smartphone, what does it meant to think 
image? In this work, the image given by a 
smartphone-camera become a unit. Especially, the 
panorama image that this tool gives works as measuring 
equipment. Everyday 4:44pm, one observes a perspective 
through an axis of a short moment powered by physical 
rotation.
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B-CONE
‘Creature 0201’ / Stop motion_multi channel_loop

Backbone : from a mother cow dead by tetanus after a 
stillbirth
Head : from a calf after a stillbirth
The purpose is to create something alive from these 
combination.
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